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Each battery in the battery conditioner had a green and orange status
light. The status of each battery could be determined at a glance by
four different blinking combinations of these lights. In addition to
the lights, a more detailed description of the status of the batteries
could be determined by the use of a selector switch and reading the text
from the conditioner display. When questioned, licensee staff did not

. understand the meaning of the different blinking combinations of'the
status lights and were not familiar with the function and proper
operation of the battery conditioner selector switch. Based upon vender
information, the expected service life of the batteries was
approx 16aately twelve to eighteen months. The batteries in the supply
locker were between six and seven years old.

10 CFR 50.47(b)(8) requires that adequate emergency facilities and
equipment to support the emergency response are provided and maintained.
Section 8.1.5, " Equipment, Supplies, and Supplemental Data," of the
Emergency Plan requires each site to have sufficient equipment and
supplies for the operation of the site emergency facilities. EPIP 17,
" Emergency Equipment and Supplies," Appendix I identifies 10 radios and
10 spare batteries as emergency equipment to be provided and maintained.
The licensee was informed that the failure to maintain operational
readiness of the batteries for the emergency two way radios in the OSC
was a violation of Section 8.1.5 of the Emergency Plan (VIO 327, 328/96-
04-07).

All of the other equipment selected by the inspector tested properly.
Checklists for emergency equipment and verification of communications
capability were reviewed for timely completion. No discrepancies were
noted, and the check list were performed at the required frequencies.
No significant changes had been made to the facilities. The inspector
concluded that, except for the batteries for the two way radios, an
adequate level of facility equipment operational readiness was being
maintained for these ERFs.

5.1.3 ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT CONTROL

This area was inspected to determine the effects of any changes in the
licensee's emergency preparedness program, and to determine the effect
of these changes on the licensee's overall emergency preparedness
program. Requirements applicable to this area are found in 10 CFR
50.47(b)(1) and Section IV.A of Appendix E to 10 CFR Part 50, and the
licensee's Emergency Plan.

The organization and management of the emergency preparedness program
were reviewed and discussed with licensee representatives. Since the
last inspection, a new Assistant Plant Manager was hired from outside
the company and had been trained as a Site Emergency Director.

The licensee Emergency Response Organization (ERO) maintained a four
team rotation. Three of the six qualified Site Emergency Directors
(SED) left the site in March 1996, with less than a week notice. One of
the SED had left the company and the other two were transferred to the
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